
High-quality, Authentic, Natural Links Are A Net
Positive
Backlinks don’t measure truly satisfied end users, because the people creating links aren’t
the end users. Even a well-intentioned, authentic backlink created by a publisher might not
be as relevant or valuable to his audience as he thought it would be. Traffic and user
engagement are very important to SEO. While the entertainment part is totally your
responsibility, getting the target audience to the site can be done through backlinking. When
websites link to you, it reveals that they feel their readers will gain from what your website
offers. Getting quality backlinks also means that people on reliable websites are
recommending your site and brand to their readers, which leads fascinated visitors to your
website. A website’s backlink portfolio indicates how authoritative other websites consider it.
This is why Google factors backlinks into its PageRank algorithm. The range of services of a
SEO Expert includes both off-page and on-page SEO optimization.

Start Ranking For Local Search Terms
Local SEO refers to the process of 'optimizing' your online presence to attract more business
from relevant local searches. One of the great things about local SEO is that there are many
avenues you can access beyond just Google. Websites or apps like Yelp, Yellowpages,
Waze, TripAdvisor, and Apple Maps are all becoming increasingly-sophisticated local
marketing platforms for businesses. People are searching not just for businesses that are
selling what they’re buying, but rather businesses nearby that offer the products or services
they’re looking for. If you’re a local business owner and have your own store, restaurant,
saloon, or any kind of firm with a physical location, optimizing for local search is the number
one thing you should do if you wish to thrive online and build your business authority fast. An
independent SEO Specialist has to be comfortable with the given setup of internal and
external teams and consider its impact on the overall SEO strategy.

International SEO Tips
In terms of setting up your website for foreign markets, I'd highly recommend that your
website actually be in that language. Localization is a complex process. Its about creating
content that resonates with your audience, backed up by the appropriate technical
infrastructure. Languages are the biggest challenge for search engine optimization in
Europe. There are 24 official languages in the EU, and most people prefer searching in their
mother tongue. With Global SEO, do not use literal translations as they won't always be
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accurate or relevant and they may not even be what your target audience are looking for –
hence the importance of ensuring that a native speaker with some experience in the industry
you work in has checked them out. It is the experience of working as a SEO Agency that
determines success.

he role of the ideal SEO agency has evolved considerably in the last several years. The
most impactful engagements with an SEO agency are collaborative engagements that
leverage and support as many internal teams as possible. Agency engagements that expect
to simply outsource all SEO work, with little collaboration, typically lead to challenges. Before
anyone is likely to buy, they've got to know who you are.

Check out extra insights regarding SEO Experts in this Moz page.
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